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Arendt was a real presence for Roth, and the unexpected convergence between their biographies and concerns ... Initially, the double arouses a great disquiet in us, as the character Philip Roth, in ...
Arendt and Roth: An Uncanny Convergence
H. Clark Johnson develops a convincing and original narrative of the events that led to the major economic catastrophe of the twentieth century. He identifies ...
Gold, France, and the Great Depression, 1919-1932
You can buy Patrick Freyne’s brilliant debut collection of essays, OK, Let’s Do Your Stupid Idea, for only €4.99, a saving of €6, when you buy The Irish Times in Eason’s this weekend.
Irish writers longlisted for Desmond Elliott Prize and RSL Ondaatje Prize
The distribution of economic activity is reverting to a pattern last seen in the 1700s, before the industrial revolution and what historian Kenneth Pomeranz described as the “great divergence” between ...
Asia and the great reconvergence
This site brings great advantage in the field of foreign investment. The expenses of transport and trade insurance with different world markets will be lower than that of any investment in like ...
Developing Egyptian-Chinese relations
List of publications on the economic and social history of Great Britain and Ireland published in 2018 ... Don’t copy that: Security printing and the making of high-tech paper. Convergence: The ...
The Invention of Rare Books
Thomas has co-authored a book, The Intelligent REIT Investor and ... the reduction in BEP's dividend during the Great Recession was modest. And if we can possibly say any such thing about a ...
Brookfield Renewable Partners: The Convergence Leads Here
In the wake of the 2008 global financial crisis, countries of the European Union (EU) faced economic calamities of a level not witnessed since the Great Depression ... 4 NATIONAL CENTRAL BANKS AND ...
From Convergence to Crisis: Labor Markets and the Instability of the Euro
These legacies have been intertwined for the past 400 years, but few, if any, on-screen efforts have explored their uneasy convergence ... made their way to me: the great-great-great-grandmother ...
‘The Underground Railroad’ is traumatic, unflinching and relentless. It is also beautiful, must-see TV.
They agreed on an ambitious roadmap for 2030 that sets forth their vision of cooperation in great detail," said Jaishankar. "Underlying this exercise is a larger convergence at how we look at the ...
EAM Jaishankar concludes UK visit with message of convergence
The LeVar Burton Book Club launches Tuesday via the "social reading app" Fable, with selections handpicked by the actor. To start off, he's chosen three books that "represent how my identity as a ...
Take a look: The LeVar Burton Book Club is launching with three great picks
She is, to a great extent, a fascinating story ... Iowa). What ensued was a convergence of financial need and idleness that led a farming state into a whirlwind of meth addiction.
‘Queen of Meth’ Review: Lori Arnold’s Reign of Error
For Iceland boss Richard Walker, the convergence of businesses to create a unified voice ... while being mindful of smaller organisations down the supply chain. “It’s great to see business united and ...
Iceland boss Richard Walker: Collective business activism required to hold politicians to account
Ambuj Chandna, president (consumer assets) at Kotak Mahindra Bank said that buoyed by the convergence ... also see this as a great opportunity to build a quality home loan book," Chandna said ...
Kotak Mahindra Bank retains concessional home loan rate
While I fully supported and wished for the convergence of mobile phone ... We keep on getting some great savings, and today we have also found the Google Pixel 5, the OnePlus 8 Pro, and more ...
7 reasons why smartwatches are dumb
These are great leaders who help to make this enterprise ... We have numerous FX windows, and people have asked for convergence of FX, so what will like to see? In 2018/19, there was a time ...
The challenge of businesses is how to manage the macro, socio-economic issues — Tony Elumelu
In coming years there will be a convergence of Scottish and Irish constitutional ... The BIIGC seems the obvious forum to handle the great number of intergovernmental issues arising if a Northern ...
Trust between Ireland and UK is in short supply
The language of nature has been steadily draining from our pop culture, from songs to books to movies ... by our culture’s nature deficit, this convergence struck me as an opportunity to ...
The Oscars For Earth Day
“The idea of having it in a digital space, as well as the tangible collectible — I feel that’s a convergence of the ... there are so many great opportunities for this not only in the world ...
Digital Assets: Cheshire firm sees the future of promotional products in NFTs
GBP/USD books modest gains in the Asian session ... 1.3980 followed by the 1.4000 mark (April 20 high). The Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD) indicator reads above the midline, with ...
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